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Dear Readers,
 
Wish you and your near and dear ones a fabulous 2015 ! !
 
We are releasing the 1st edition of Ekaakshara in 2015. Overall, this is the 9th edition 
of Ekaakshara since its inception. We have dedicated this issue to the theme, HR 
ANALYTICS.

Analytics is the hottest topic the HR circuit today. However, are organizations ready 
to leverage the strength of HR Analytics? How many of them have been able to jump 
on the bandwagon? Let’s look at some facts. According to a 2013 survey by SHL, more 
than three-quarters (77%) of HR professionals are unable to determine how their 
enterprises’ workforce potential is affecting the bottom line, while less than half (44%) 
use objective data regarding talent performance to guide business decisions. Even 
worse, too many are failing to use data analytics to identify and groom future stars. 
According to CEB, more than two-thirds of companies are misidentifying their high-
potential employees, jeopardizing long-term corporate performance. So it’s clear that 
enterprises need to cover a lot of ground.

So how can enterprises leverage HR data analytics to make strategic decisions? To 
find the answer to this question, read the insightful articles written by eminent HR 
and Business leaders for this edition of Ekaakshara.

I am glad to let you know that Conference Asia has chosen EKAAKSHARA as their 
media partner for their Annual HR conference, HR ExCELLENCE FORum 2015

Hope you would enjoy reading this issue. As always, we shall wait for your feedback. 
Do reach out to us on: editor.ekaakshara@gmail.com.

Happy Reading ! !

Regards.



Dear Readers,

Greetings and A Happy 2015 !!!

New Year brings in new challenges ,new opportunities, new horizons and new dawn. 
And Ekakshara too announces  its global presence as  the media partner for the 2nd 
Annual HR Excellence Forum & Awards 2015.

The current issue of Ekakshara deals with the theme of HR Analytics , its usage, its 
adaptation by several organizations today.

Big data also has attracted the attention of human resource managers who now can 
analyze mountains of structured and unstructured data to answer important questions 
regarding workforce productivity, the impact of training programs on enterprise 
performance, predictors of workforce attrition, and how to identify potential leaders.

The goal of human resources analytics is to provide an organization with insights 
for effectively managing employees so that business goals can be reached quickly 
and efficiently. The challenge of human resources analytics is to identify what data 
should be captured and how to use the data to model and predict capabilities so the 
organization gets an optimal return on investment (ROI) on its human capital.

And the authors, writers in this  issue have shared varied perspectives and looked at 
different dimensions of the theme.

Hope you find this issue enriching, informative and resourceful.
Looking forward to your sharing and feedback.

Best Wishes
Ellora Panda
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In every HR conference in the last year (e.g., human capital institute, CIPD, the conference 
board for HR, talent management alliance, HR planning society, European HR summit) the 
message of analytics has been center stage.  In some ways, HR analytics has become the 
new “shiny” toy that might vault HR professionals into their desired strategic role.  

No one (including me) can disagree with analytics.  Data based decision making has 
remarkable appeal.  But, new shiny toys lose their luster if they are not taken care of.  For 
HR analytics to become an integrated part of  HR’s value added contribution to talent, 
leadership, and capability, let me offer a few thoughts.

First, have data about data.  I was in a conference recently where a presenter challenged 
us to have data to improve HR decision making.  He said that without better data, HR was 
aimless and feckless. I posed a simple question, “what data do you have that data improves 
HR decision making?”  He was hypocritically advocating for data without data.  Proponents 
of HR analytics should do the analysis to show that HR decision making is improved with 
analytics. Proposing analytics without analytics is like a writing a manual for playing tennis 
without ever playing tennis.  Analytics of analytics will offer much more granular insights 
about how to define problems, where to focus HR solutions, and what HR solutions to offer.

Second, analytics does not start with data.  Good analytics starts with a clear description of 
a phenomenon.  The phenomenon HR professionals should worry about is how to help an 
organization win through better talent (peope), leadership, and capability (culture).  When 
statistics become a popular science in the 1930’s, a critic was dust bowl empiricism where 
data sets were analyzed using statistics without theory.  Thoughtful scholars learned that 
theory should drive data not the other way around.  Today, the cloud and big data gives 
us another level of information, but also increases the danger of returning to dust bowl 
empiricism.

In HR, the equivalent of theory is the business challenge of delivering talent, leadership, 
and capability.  Without a deep appreciation of these business issues, HR professionals may 
collect data that is not relevant to the business.   In one case, a dedicated team of HR analysts

By
Dave Ulrich
Rensis Likert Professor of Business, 
University of Michigan Partner, the RBL Group

AnAlyzing the 
AnAlytics AgendA did a thorough job of predicting senior leaders who might be at risk of leaving.  After much 

study, they created a model that predicted with high accuracy who might leave.  But, when 
pushed, they acknowledged that regrettable losses were less than 2% and that turnover of 
key talent was not in the top 5 business priorities.  To realize the value of analytics requires 
understanding of the business context, the business strategy, the key capabilities required 
to win, and the choices where HR can intervene to drive value.   Analytics is an enabler and 
a means to an end, not the end.

Third, recognize that there are many forms of data.  The most common approach to 
analytics is to assume that data are found in spread sheets with numbers in rows and 
columns that can be statistically analyzed to discover correlations, paths, and patterns. I 
like numerical data and statistics.  In my PhD (decades ago), I took statistics sequences in 
business, psychology,  sociology, and education.  I can get lost in discipline of discovering 
stories from data bases.  But, over time, I have learned that quantitative statistics do not tell 
the entire story.  Sometimes, qualitative insights are equally valuable.  In the information 
world, empirical analysis solves puzzles; qualitative observations deal with mysteries.  Both 
puzzles with answers and mysteries leading to questions are viable targets of HR analytics.  
Puzzle solving requires becoming an analyst who analyzes data to find trends.  mystery 
seeking requires becoming an anthropologist who observes what is not obvious and asks 
questions about what might be missing.  Elephants eat grass, process grass, and pass grass.  
Often the HR analysis work focuses on the passed grass that is the after the fact HR work. 
There is also legitimacy in defining what type and where to plant grass.  mystery seeking 
data should anticipate what might happen in the future not validate and replicate what has 
already happened.

Finally, HR analytics cannot be isolated with HR.  Solving complex business problems 
increasingly requires collaboration across groups.  HR is increasingly becoming connected 
to marketing, finance, information, and other functions.  Customers want integrated 
solutions from companies, not isolated products.  HR analytics should become part of an 
integrated solution to solve business problems.  The common starting group for business 
(not HR) analytics are business problems.  When the business problems can be identified, 
creative solutions may be proposed.  Analytics can offer insight to make informed choices 
about which solution works best in which circumstance.  Through collaborative analytics, 
more granular, solution oriented information may be generated.  

HR analytics is not just a shiny new toy.  It offers the hope of HR becoming a discipline 
with equal voice in business dialogues.  But, for this voice to be credible and to be heard, 
those of us in the HR profession need to treat the new analytics opportunities with wisdom.  
We should be training HR professionals to have a deep understanding of business so that 
they can make sure that their advice solves relevant problems.  We should be training HR 
professionals to also have a deep understanding of statistics and how to measure and 
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analyze data.  I would envision a required HR analytics course (or sequence) for aspiring HR 
professionals.  We should also be preparing HR professionals to seek mysteries, to be aware 
of the qualitative and subjective side of business so that they can anticipate what is not yet 
present.   

These are remarkable times for those in HR.  We are being invited to business dialogues that 
10 or 15 years ago most only thought about.  
I hope that we can bring rigorous analytical insights about talent, leadership, and capability 
to these dialogues.   But, let’s do so in the right way.

AnAlyzing the 
AnAlytics AgendA

most companies tend to address collaboration in a fragmented, ad hoc manner, despite 
the fact that 70-80 percent of managers’ and knowledge professionals’ time is spent on 
collaborative activities. This is a paradox; despite the fact that collaboration in all its forms 
is so commonplace, these activities are, from a holistic point of view, not managed, led and 
supported the way companies manage, lead and support a range of other activities. 

New methods, tools and frameworks now exist – extending the power of analytics into 
collaboration. The use of such tools and frameworks in combination with closely managing 
a set of distinct success factors for productive collaboration can enhance the performance 
of multidisciplinary teams – by providing insights, evaluation criteria and clear action points 
to drive continuous improvement in these teams.

Rationale for using a Broad, Comprehensive Approach

In essence, almost all the great achievements of humankind are the result of collaborative 
efforts. Even great scientists applauded for their genius often did not perform their work 
in isolation, but rather through a constant exchange of ideas and results at seminars, 
conferences and the like. Collaboration comes in many forms, and the number of ways 
employees interact with each other and with customers and partners is ever-increasing. 
Different forms of formal meetings, large workshops, informal interactions by the water 
cooler, e-mails, telepresence sessions, video and web conferences, instant messaging 
sessions, collaboration using shared workspaces, mobiles, apps, and Enterprise 2.0 
interaction patterns, the list goes on. Nearly everything we do as knowledge professionals 
involves collaboration or interactions of some kind. 

Executives, specialists and subject matter experts now often spend up to 80 percent of their 
time on different types of interactions. See mcKinsey Quarterly’s excellent article series on 
interactions for more information about these trends (see e.g. Butler et. al., 1997; Beardsley 
et. al., 2006 – or morello & Burton, 2006). Businesses can achieve significant productivity 
improvements from improving the way they collaborate, as collaboration in all its forms is 
such a dominant category of activities. However, because it comes in so many forms and 
because collaboration involves communication, culture, status, organisation, workplaces, 
language, processes, technologies, habits, incentives, and a range of other things, improving 
it necessarily requires a broad, multidisciplinary approach.

An mIT study on collaborative advantage (Hansen & Nohria, 2004) concludes that:

“Firms come into being in order to enable human beings to achieve collaboratively what 
they could not achieve alone. If one accepts this as the true purpose of any organization, 
then the main focus of executives’ attention should be on how to foster collaboration within 
their companies.”

most companies tend to address collaboration in a fragmented, ad hoc manner, despite 
the fact that 70-80 percent of managers’ and knowledge professionals’ time is spent on 
collaborative activities. This is a paradox; despite the fact that collaboration in all its forms 
is so commonplace, these activities are, from a holistic point of view, not managed, led and 
supported the way companies manage, lead and support a range of other activities. 

New methods, tools and frameworks now exist – extending the power of analytics into 
collaboration. The use of such tools and frameworks in combination with closely managing 
a set of distinct success factors for productive collaboration can enhance the performance 
of multidisciplinary teams – by providing insights, evaluation criteria and clear action points 
to drive continuous improvement in these teams.

Kjetil Kristensen, PhD
Adjunct Associate Professor, Norwegian University of Science and Technology
Founder & Principal Consultant, Kristensen Consulting

cOllABORAtiOn AnAlytics & 
hUMAn sUccess FActORs FOR 
cOllABORAtiOn
Enabling and continuously improving productive collaboration in 
multidisciplinary teams

cOllABORAtiOn AnAlytics & hUMAn sUccess 
FActORs FOR cOllABORAtiOn



Hence, collaboration can be a tremendously powerful means to an end, but it is not an end 
in itself. Focus on the objectives. Feel free to think enthusiastically about collaboration, the 
point is never forgetting why we indeed collaborate.

Improving Collaboration

So, what’s new? If we have been doing collaboration for so many years – in fact, even since 
ancient times, one could easily believe that we would have perfected the art of collaboration 
by now. Think again. Succeeding with collaboration is complex stuff. It’s complex because it 
involves so many things; people, roles, processes, communication, interactions, negotiations, 
processes, shared understanding, operating principles, technology and workplaces – in 
addition to a whole range of other things. Improving collaboration requires some knowledge 
about all of the above, and it is a process in its own right. 

First, we have certainly picked up certain things, like basic communication skills and other 
practices. Nevertheless, we have in fact – as a general rule – never really learned how to 
succeed in the kind of complex collaborations required from us in the workplace. Yes, we have 
practiced teamwork in school from a young age, but we have never really learned to practice 
multidisciplinary collaboration. This is simply because in school, even at the university level, 
most teams are made up of pupils and students taking the exact same classes, and they are 
also about the same age. While different personalities are most definitely brought into these 
discussions, there is no real multidisciplinarity. Therefore, when entering the workforce, we 
are basically unprepared for the perspective brokering and how-to-make-it-all-fit-together 
type of discussions that inevitably awaits us when we start working. And by that time, it is 
wrongly assumed that we know how to do it, so very little training is provided. We therefore 
basically learn by observing and adopting the collaborative practices of others, and these 
are often counterproductive.

What is required is a systematic, structured investment in management principles, tools 
and methods supporting collaboration. The realisation of expected benefits requires a clear 
collaborative strategy, and daily, hands-on operations. Lack of either (or a clear connection 
between the two) dramatically reduces the success rate (for additional details, see e.g. 
Kristensen, 2010; Kristensen & Kijl, 2010). 

In essence, what is needed is a connected and coherent, objective-driven, multi-level, 
multi-perspective approach that defines, articulates and operationalises collaboration – 
and through this closes the gap between strategy and daily operations.

Collaboration Analytics: Diagnostics Tools Increasing Collaboration 
Robustness

From athletes with performance issues to cars – prescribing appropriate solutions to 
problems requires a proper diagnosis and a deep analysis of the real challenges at hand. To 
get started with improving performance through better collaboration, identifying answers 
to some basic questions is often useful:

Companies working on finding answers to the questions above will soon realise that 
collaboration is not a technology implementation project – it’s about people and teams. The 
scope of collaboration extends far outside single domains such as IT, HR and Fm / Facility 
management, and requires active involvement from a range of stakeholders including profit 

and loss owners.

Robust Collaboration

Managing Human Success Factors in Collaboration
Human factor robustness – is achieved through applying open, transparent leadership, 
making everybody part of the team. Tips include stating explicit, unifying goals, speaking a 
language of collaboration, and managing collaboration success factors.
In its simplest form, undertake simple investigations about your performance according 
to a defined framework built around some core principles or dimensions and then work 
systematically to improve your performance along those dimensions. Examples of simple 
frameworks that could support such light initiatives include Deloitte’s “As One” framework 
built around the three core conditions “Belong, Believe and Behave” (Frederick et. al., 
2013), or a framework for understanding and addressing 10 commonly occurring sources 
of waste in collaboration (see manyika et. al., 2009). For a more thorough analysis with 
using validated tools with benchmark data, Hansen’s methodology to create and sustain 
disciplined collaboration patterns (Hansen, 2009a; Hansen & Nohria, 2004) is a good 
alternative for organisations interested in achieving better results through collaboration. To 
assess frequently occurring collaboration barriers, a built-for-purpose survey from morten 
T. Hansen’s methodology (“The Collaboration Toolkit”; Hansen, 2009b ) can be used. This 
methodology enables benchmarking against a sample of N=107 companies across various 
industries (see figure below), and contains many other diagnostics tools as well.

cOllABORAtiOn AnAlytics & hUMAn sUccess 
FActORs FOR cOllABORAtiOn

 » Why should a company improve the way it collaborates? 
 » What collaboration barriers currently exist? 
 » What should a company do to improve the way it collaborates? 
 » How should a company support and manage collaboration through continuous 

improvement? 

cOllABORAtiOn AnAlytics & hUMAn sUccess 
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Similarly, mattessich et al. (2001) have in their milestone study “Collaboration; What makes 
it work” identified 20 success factors for collaboration based on a very comprehensive 
literature review of 40 studies selected on the basis of validity and relevance from a total pool 
of 414 studies describing success factors in the field of collaboration. The 20 success factors 
are grouped into the six categories environment, membership characteristics, process and 
structure, communication, purpose and resources. This research has been used to develop 
by the Wilder Collaboration Factors Inventory - a great tool that makes it possible to assess 
how your collaboration efforts score on 20 research-tested success factors. You will be able 
to view factor scores as well as item averages and open ended responses for your group’s 
completed inventories.

managing the Collaboration System

For a more thorough analysis with using validated tools with benchmark data, Hansen’s 
methodology to create and sustain disciplined collaboration patterns (Hansen, 2009a; 
Hansen & Nohria, 2004) is a good alternative for organisations interested in achieving better 
results through collaboration. To assess frequently occurring collaboration barriers, a built-
for-purpose survey from morten T. Hansen’s methodology (“The Collaboration Toolkit”; 
Hansen, 2009b ) can be used. This methodology enables benchmarking against a sample 
of N=107 companies across various industries (see figure below), and contains many other 
diagnostics tools as well.

Similarly, mattessich et al. (2001) have in their milestone study “Collaboration; What makes 
it work” identified 20 success factors for collaboration based on a very comprehensive 
literature review of 40 studies selected on the basis of validity and relevance from a total pool 
of 414 studies describing success factors in the field of collaboration. The 20 success factors 
are grouped into the six categories environment, membership characteristics, process and 
structure, communication, purpose and resources. This research has been used to develop 
by the Wilder Collaboration Factors Inventory - a great tool that makes it possible to assess 
how your collaboration efforts score on 20 research-tested success factors. You will be able 
to view factor scores as well as item averages and open ended responses for your group’s 
completed inventories.
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The Oracle fOr 
hr managemenT

Analytics is very powerful and industry segments such as retail have been using analytics for 
quite a few numbers of years. Over last few years, organizational HR systems are capturing 
humongous amount of data regarding candidates, employees, their skills, performance 
appraisal data, employee training data, employee satisfaction data, attendance data, and 
payroll data. 

Over years, organizations have rich repository of data collected through many systems 
which can be interlinked.

The applicability of analytics to retail is quite obvious, for example, will customers of a 
particular age group prefer a certain product / product attribute during a particular time.

l n mishra
Story-teller, life long learner and cOO at 
adaptive Processes.

The Oracle fOr hr managemenT

•	 Can	we	think	of	such	scenarios	for	human	resource	management	function?
•	 Let	us	start	with	few	problems	in	hand	so	that	we	can	use	analytics	for	our	advantage.	
•	 For	example,	will	it	be	possible	to	accurately	predict
•	 Longevity	of	a	prospective	employee	based	on	certain	attributes
•	 Future	potential	of	a	prospective	employee
•	 Trends	of	skill	demand
•	 Trends	of	skill	availability
•	 Employees	who	can	be	thought	leaders	and	brand-ambassadors	for	the	organization
•	 Likelihood	of	key	employee	attritions
•	 Availability	of	personnel	on	a	particular	day
•	 Perfect	employee	for	a	given	project	based	on	project	contexts

We can identify many other questions which organizational management and HR 
management would find useful. Fortunately, today ample number of analytics tools exists 
to predict the questions that we discussed. 

identify aspect to 
be predicted

collate data on 
factors and 
associated 
attributes

Verify formulae 
for operational  

data

Rationale 
behind 

prediction
Possible factors 

Prediction 
formulae

conduct 
predictive 
analysis

Modify formu-
lae as more 

data is available



What Business asks post training ????

In my 20 odd years of working in education, I have found one continuing question coming 
from clients.
 Anyone who comes for a program, training, or workshop always has one question--- “what 
do I gain after this program? How will it help me?”
 Those who sponsor the intervention have one goal-- show me a change in the participants’ 
performance. Show me its impact on business. And show me the progress across time.

As L&D professionals who deal with the intangible or softer aspects of L&D, we have faced 
these questions multiple times and brainstormed with our fraternity what to do about it. 
The tangibles are easy to measure and track. But leadership skills, behavioural skills—are 
a different game altogether.

Does hr analytics have the answer?

When we look at HR Analytics and how it can be used to face such challenges, we have 
found that there is a hope.
using metrics that help us to do a quantitative analysis to assess the change and progress 
in behaviour of the participant and its impact on business of any behavioural training 
is possible. However, this analysis is usually a historical process. When we say historical 
process what we need therefore is data--- data of the past, present, and future i.e.  Pre-
training, during training, and post training data.  most L&D functions and Business units 
find it cumbersome to collate and store such data across time. The data follow up usually 

mridula Das
corporate l&d strategist

turning the intangible 
to tangible

turning the intangible to tangible

is a formality and inputs are arbitrary or subjective. managers find it time consuming and 
consider this outside their KRA to do follow up on any behavioural training. If it is CSAT 
(customer satisfaction) score, the excel sheet does the job, mostly automated. These come 
under the tangible section of training.  But automating behavioral data becomes an issue, 
so it still remains the intangible. How do we make these intangibles into tangibles to check 
visible change and impact in terms of numbers and impact on revenue?

With HR Analytics, we can do a lot to streamline and structure this part of training.  Let me 
share here a sample. 

Let us say that we have conducted a Leadership program for first time leaders of company 
x. It was planned and designed after a clear TNI and TNA. Post the TNA we found out that the 
critical skills needed were team management, emotional intelligence to manage emotions 
of self and others, planning and prioritizing, and of course effective communication among 
others. The program is designed and conducted.  Now the participants are ready to go 
back to their respective teams with a strong action plan in hand. It is easy so far. 

now what?

What the managers along with the L&D team do is start tracking the behavioural change 
and implementation in a time structured way—a 30-60-90 day structure. The L&D 
team uses metrics designed to match the specific skills that need to be developed and 
behaviour to be observed. This parameter driven yard stick is transparent, simple, and 
both qualitative and quantitative. Every milestone is recorded and measured under these 
categories--- behaviour change in the leader, its impact on people/reportees, its impact 
on productivity, and finally, the impact on business…. Here goes the ROI measurement.
Now the challenge is in a large organization how do we record, track, and compare 
progress? I see cloud storing, and using the virtual space a big advantage in today’s times. 

Data can be stored and accessed by multiple people/stakeholders, giving business 
units and L&D functions ease of management. If the organization has an automatized 
data tracking and analysis system, then it becomes even more streamlined for the top 
management to see the ROI clearly and continuously.

To put it in a nutshell, this process of metrification, data structuring, people/stakeholders 
coordination, data collating and analysis, and atomization of analysis and cloud storage  
together  form HR Analytics for talent management in corporate.



To execute the analytics as desired, what is required is just a paradigm shift in the way HR 
functions today, to create value and begin to review on their role in collecting, connecting 
and sharing data.

Techopedia explains Human Resources Analytics as establishing a cause-and-effect 
relationship between what HR does and business outcomes - and then creating strategies 
based on that information - is what HR analytics is all about.

And to achieve the above what is required is the hindsight, insight and the foresight. These 
are the vital pieces of information as far as analytics is concerned.
The common thing among  the three is sight or observation.

Hindsight is about what worked and what did not and comes from experience and 
knowledge.

Foresight is to see ahead and beyond using the data and have a predictive analysis.

Paradigm 
shift

Rashmi Banshal
Certified behavioral Trainer

What gets measured gets managed; 
what gets managed, gets executed.

Peter drucker Quotes

Paradigm shift

And Insight is the balance between the two, make sense of data by analyzing and 
monitoring. 

For instance 85 % of respondents of Economist Intelligence unit survey of 418 global 
executives commissioned by KPmG International said their HR team did not excel at 
providing insightful and predictive analytics that could have a positive impact on the 
success of the organization.

We calculate absenteeism rates, but few of us calculate absenteeism on mondays and 
Fridays.  And almost none of the companies look at which specific population or employee 
attributes are absent on those days, and possibly correlate thresholds that impact absence. 
Having the data and doing nothing with it results in the cause and effect relationship as 
defined by Techopedia.

When we talk about cause and effect, what is the return on investment of our employee 
trainings? Is our recruitment technology giving us our best employees?

The analytics is not a gap analysis or a scoreboard, but a measure of multiple independent 
and dependent factors. We are into an era of challenges and possibilities. Old ways of 
doings things is not going to be that effective with rapidly changing world. 

We work in a living organization than a mechanical one, wherein there are interrelated 
factors. And thus, in addition to cause and effect there are counter effects too. To see HR 
analytics with a new lens we need a paradigm shift which is the essential power for a 
quantum change.



Magic is 
Beyond 
Analytics

Analytics can diagnose issues but cannot 
provide the cure or recipe for joyous thriving.

At Wisdom 2.0 conference in San Francisco, Jeff Wiener - the CEO of LinkedIn - was talking 
on value of mindfulness and the benefits of meditation practice they started at LinkedIn. 
Immediately, one member of the audience asked the question - “Have you done a study to 
measure the impact of the spend you are doing on meditation at LinkedIn?”.  Jeff provided 
a short and simple answer that said something to the effect of - “We just know that it really 
helps our people be more effective and everything one does need not be quantified to be 
valuable”.

As top management gets more and more removed from people at the grassroots level and 
deals more and more with the board, market and financials, there is a huge tendency to 
rely on numbers to do their job.  This does not only apply to finance but has also become 
a big thing in HR domain. While there is nothing wrong in measuring say “Employee 
Engagement Score” to understand how your people feel, it surely will not tell you how 
to create an organization that is say as Innovative as Apple and Google or Sustainably 
successful as SouthWest, Costco, WholeFoods or Starbucks.

Anil Chouhan PremAnand
CEO and Founder at Talentrio

While it may be heartening to see an improvement in Employee Engagement score 
from say 43% to 74%, it surely does not tell you how much of the true potential in your 
organization you are unleashing towards the shared mission.  What it does not tell you 
is, “What is possible”.  It just tells you that “You have less of a problem” when it comes to 
Employee Engagement (or really Satisfaction).  The bottom-line is that humans and human 
systems are far too complex to be managed by numbers like production systems can be.

magic beyond analytics
“It would be nice if all of the data which sociologists require could be enumerated be-
cause then we could run them through IBm machines and draw charts as the economists 
do. However, not everything that can be counted counts, and not everything that counts 
can be counted.” - William Bruce Cameron in “Informal Sociology: A Casual Introduction to 
Sociological Thinking”.

So here are human qualities that are activated when we inspire, active and touch human 
beings beyond numbers and goals.

JOY
Joy as a concept, goes beyond the idea of “Employee Engagement” or “Employee 
Satisfaction”.  Joy is state of being where are highest potential is activated and we do 
everything we do - with love. Thinking that Employee Engagement is the recipe is like 
asking an employee “Whether they would come up with that breakthrough idea!”. We just 
don’t know what we could be missing even if an employee is satisfied and engaged.

How much difference does the authenticity of the smile of the Starbucks salesclerk (if 
I dare call them that) make to the business of Starbucks? Can it be measured like one 
would measure attendance or timeliness? Or does the power of that interaction come 
from “who” is hired, and “how” they are trained and treated?  The answer is obvious yet we 
chase numbers when we manage people.

OWnerShIP
Isn’t it amazing to see “people matter” even in highly capital intensive airline industry 
where a SouthWest and Virgin perform better than many old large airlines run by industry 
experts.  The small touches and differences that “feeling and acting like an owner” brings 
to organizational performance just can’t be measured. The interesting part is that many 
industry leaders thought that they could replicate SouthWest’s “recipe” in their own ver-
sion of “low cost” airlines (like “Song”) and they failed miserably.  Of course, if they could

Magic is Beyond Analytics
Anil Chouhan PremAnand



Magic is Beyond Analytics

manage to measure and manage all the parameters, they should have succeeded or at 
least survived!

InSPIraTIOn anD creaTIVITY
We have moved well beyond the measurable world of industrial output into a world of 
ideas that radically change industries practically overnight. We are in a world where tech-
nology and innovation is affecting not just limited to “software” but has started changing 
the real world of manufactured goods, power, automobile and beyond.  Today, Apple is no 
longer a “computer” company and practically all industries have a threat from them just 
like the recording industry did.  Next in line appear to Credit card companies, Watches and 
even Power companies with Google’s foray into home automation.

The point here is that, when it comes to world changing impact that people can make, 
their inspiration and creativity is the only limit.  And when it comes to inspiration and 
creativity, they simply cannot be measured to be managed.  The magic is in having a big 
vision that inspires talented people to join the cause and have organization processes that 
catalyzes and ignites creativity.

analYTIcS DO’S anD DOn’T
Having said all this, analytics are still valuable when used appropriately and not put on 
a pedestal. As the popular adage goes “don’t put the cart before the horse”, I would say 
“don’t put analytics before purpose, inspiration and joy”.  Here are some pointers on apt 
use of Analytics:

	 •		Use	analytics	to	find	insights	into	the	current	state
	 •		Don’t let analytics drive the future state (vision or to define find solutions)
	 •		Place high emphasis on observations, anecdotes and not on numerical data only
	 •		use analytics at high level and not at micro level or individuals or teams
	 •		Avoid using ranking and comparison type analytics
	 •	 	Avoid micro-slicing data where each question or each point is looked in-depth 
and in isolation
	 •		Share data cautiously and with proper context and intent
	 •		Never share detailed data, just findings and insights

Analytics can help you get insights into current state, may be into building some ideas on 
cause and effect but analytics alone will not show the way.  The trend today is to see how 
analytics could be used as a tool and not just  driven by numbers .

Anil Chouhan PremAnand

ARE WE THERE YET?  
WHAT’s nExT foR HR?

Anyone who has been on a trip with small child has heard the endless question “Are we 
there yet?” At first, the question captures the excitement of the child anticipating a new 
place. After a while, the questioning becomes exasperating and only adds to the length of 
the journey. many in HR seem to be asking the same question, “Are we there yet?” Too often, 
many in HR seek but never seem to arrive at their destination. Professional conferences 
continue to lament HR more as an administrative service or compliance function than 
a business partner. Sometimes these lamentations only lengthen the journey to HR 
credibility. maybe HR’s aspiration for the future is less a specific destination that pinpoints 
when we have arrived and more a direction for aspiring HR professionals to help their 
organizations succeed. most HR professionals have made enormous progress in the last 
few decades in their professional stature and contribution to business success. But the 
journey ahead should focus on the intent to deliver ongoing and increasing value, rather 
than striving for an end point when that value will be realized. In the spirit of simplicity, let 
me suggest steps in the journey ahead and discuss them accordingly:

1. One mega-message for HR’s direction: The creation of value.

2. Two components of HR’s relationship to the business:
														•	Context:	Understanding	the	changing	business	setting	which	redefines	work.
														•	Stakeholders:	Recognizing	and	serving	both	internal	and	external	stakeholders		
     who are the recipients of HR work.
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3: Three targets or outcomes of HR work:
	 •	Individuals	as	evidenced	through	a	formula	for	productivity	which	is		 	
   competence *  Commitment * contribution
												•	Organizations	as	defined	by	their	capabilities	more	than	their	structures.
												•	Leaders	whose	thoughts	and	actions	embody	the	firm’s	brand.

4:  Four domains of HR investments:
												•	HR	departments	where	strategies	and	structures	need	to	be	designed	to			
   deliver value.
												•	HR	practices	which	need	to	be	aligned,	integrated,	and	innovation
												•	HR	professionals	who	must	have	the	competencies	to	respond	to	future		 	
  demands.
												•	HR	analytics	where	HR	investments	can	be	tracked	and	monitored.

1. One mega-message for hr’s Direction: The creation of 
Value
 In seminars I have been an observer consisting of HR professionals, leaders 
often start with a simple question, “What is the greatest challenge you face in your 
job today?” Inevitably, the answers are from the managers around things like building 
credibility with my line managers, managing the flow of talent, handling employee 
grievances, managing HR costs efficiently, and so forth. my sense is that many of 
these appropriate responses need to move forward. I suggest that the HR profession 
has been through three general waves 
      
 Wave 1 was the administrative work of HR, where HR focused on terms and 
conditions of work, delivering HR services, and working on regulatory compliance. 

 Wave 2 was the design of innovative HR practices in sourcing, compensation 
or rewards, learning, communication, and so forth. 

 Wave 3 has been the connection of these practices to business success through 
strategic HR.            
 
 Wave 4, which is emerging, is using HR practices to respond to and create value 
based on external business conditions. 

many of the responses I get to here on that query, “What is your biggest challenge?” 
target Waves 1 and 2. HR professionals are consumed with the hurdles they 
immediately face in doing the HR work itself. These are legitimate and relevant
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concerns. In recent conversations, a number of senior HR executives have shared that HR 
has forgotten these basics, and without doing the basics well, the aspirations of business 
contribution remain unrealized dreams. 

I advocate a simple two-word question that moves HR forward: “so that.” my challenge is 
to build credibility with a leader’s line managers so that they can make better investments 
that help the business reach its goals. The “so that” question pushes HR professionals to 
see the outcome of their work, not just the work itself, moving from waves 1 and 2 to 3 and 
eventually 4. 

I also like to pose a second “so that” question that moves us from connecting HR to the 
business to connecting HR to the broader business context in which business operates: 
my challenge for them is to build credibility with their line managers so that they can 
make better investments that help the business reach its goals so that they can anticipate 
and respond to external business conditions and deliver value to customers and investors. 
By doing the two “so that” queries, HR professionals shift from an inside/out to an outside/
in approach to HR work. In a recent seminar I attended a participant said the “outside/in” 
approach is new, but not really a dramatic shift in HR thinking. I believe she missed the 
point. HR from the outside/in is a seismic shift in how HR thinks and acts. They no longer 
create value just by serving employees; they must also make sure that services they offer 
inside the company align to expectations outside the company.

2. Two components of hr’s relationship to the Business: con-
text and Stakeholders
      
HR professionals need to approach their work from the outside/in and deliver value by 
understanding the business context for their organization and by identifying and serving 
specific stakeholders.

Business context

HR professionals should be aware of how the external business factors impact their 
organizations and the work of HR. Social trends may affect what makes an effective 
employee value proposition. Technological trends may affect the extent to which work 
can be done in remote sites. Economic trends may affect opportunities for investment and 
growth of products and talent. Political trends may affect the regulatory and compliance 
obligations for a company. Environmental trends may shape the social responsibility



initiatives that help attract talent. Demographic trends may affect where to source talent 
(e.g., if there are limited demographics, it may help to build relationships with immigrant 
groups). In the future, HR professionals should be conversant with these general business 
conditions in a global context so that they can anticipate what might happen next to their 
industry and organization and prepare to respond accordingly.

Stakeholders

Within a business context, stakeholders have specific relationships with an organization. 
Traditionally, HR work focuses inside a company with employees who seek to be productive 
and line managers who work to implement strategies. HR investments should enhance 
both employee productivity and a line manager’s ability to deliver on strategy. With 
the outside/in focus, HR can now also be aligned to external stakeholders. Investments 
in HR should increase customer share. When HR practices are aligned around customer 
expectations, those practices increase customer connection to the firm. 

Customers can help with sourcing talent by participating in setting criteria for who is hired, 
by offering referrals on who might be interviewed, and by participating in some of the 
interviews. Customers may be involved in determining what training to offer, by attending 
training courses as participants, or by teaching some of the training sessions. Investments 
in HR can also increase investor confidence in the firm’s ability to deliver on future 
promises. With about 50% of a publicly traded firm’s market value tied to intangibles, HR 
work can centre on delivering a return on intangibles that comes when promises are kept, 
strategies are clearly articulated, organizations have core competencies or technical ability 
to deliver on strategies, and organizations have capabilities that ensure long-term success. 
HR professionals can architect the intangible value that investors receive. Investments in 
HR also increase a firm’s reputation within the community. HR can participate in social 
responsibility agendas by helping manage the company’s philanthropy and community 
service activities, by being disciplined about the carbon footprint of the company, and by 
creating positive work/life balance employee policies. HR policies and professionals may 
shape an organization’s reputation. As HR professionals understand both the business 
context and relationships with key stakeholders, they change their conversations with 
business leaders. The conversation does not start with what HR is about; it starts with 
what the business is trying to accomplish. An HR professional who was clamouring to 
be invited to the strategic table and conversation finally got his wish, and he attended 
the strategic meetings. In the first meeting, the focus was on doing business in emerging 
markets, and he was not sure what HR could contribute. In the second meeting, the focus 
was on the economic condition of the organization and managing costs, and again he was 
silent waiting for an appropriate HR topic. In the third meeting, the focus was on product 
innovation for the changing societal conditions, and he still waited to comment. He was
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not invited to the fourth meeting. Knowing the business context and the key stakeholders 
would have enabled him to engage in strategy conversations without waiting for a more 
explicit HR topic to come up. 

3. Three Targets or Outcomes of hr Work: 

Individuals, the Organization, and leadership 

Imagine the above HR professional who sits in meetings on emerging markets, managing 
costs, or increasing innovation. HR contributions in these settings are not just about the 
activities of HR (sourcing, compensation, training); they are also about the outcomes 
of HR work. I like to think about three targets or outcomes of HR work: Individuals, the 
organization, and leadership

To deliver any strategy, individuals need to be more productive, organizations need to 
have the right capabilities, and leadership needs to be widely shared throughout the 
organization. With discussing emerging markets, cost, or innovation, HR professionals can 
ask:
	 •	Individuals:	What	talent	do	we	need	to	make	this	strategy	happen?
	 •	The	Organization:	What	organization	capabilities	do	we	need	to	make	this	strategy	
happen?
													•	Leadership:	What	do	our	leaders	need	to	be	good	at	to	make	this	strategy	happen?

Once these targets or outcomes have been defined, the HR practices may be designed 
and delivered to accomplish these outcomes.

Below I highlight some of the future thinking for each of the three targets of HR.

Individual ability (Talent) 
At the risk of grossly oversimplifying, let me suggest that there is actually a deceptively 
simple formula for talent assessment that can help HR professionals and their general 
managers make talent more productive: Talent = Competence * Commitment * 
Contribution. 

Competence means that individuals have the knowledge, skills, and values required for 
today’s and tomorrow’s jobs. One company clarified competence as right skills, right place, 
right job, right time. For example, an emerging trend in the workforce planning domain 



of competence improvement is to identify key positions and match people to positions. 
Competence clearly matters because incompetence leads to poor decision-making. But 
without commitment, competence is discounted. Highly competent employees who are 
not committed are smart but don’t work very hard. Committed or engaged employees 
work hard, put in their time, and do what they are asked to do. Commitment trends focus 
on building an employee value proposition to ensure that employees who give value to 
their organization will in turn receive value back. In the last decade, commitment and 
competence have been the bailiwicks for talent. However, that while the next generation 
of employees may be competent (able to do the work) and committed (willing to do 
the work), their interest and productivity wanes unless they feel they are making a real 
contribution (finding meaning and purpose in the work). Contribution occurs when 
employees feel that their personal needs are being met through their participation in 
their organization. Leaders who are meaning makers help employees find a sense of 
contribution through the work that they do. HR professionals who architect abundant 
organizations embed this meaning throughout the organization. Organizations may be 
a universal setting where individuals find abundance in their lives through their work, 
and they want this investment of their time to be meaningful. Simply stated, competence 
deals with the head (being able), commitment with the hands and feet (being there), and 
contribution with the heart (simply being). 

The organization of the future exists today but not in the traditional sense. Generally, when 
thinking about an organization, we turn to morphology (the study of structure or form), 
and we define an organization by its roles, rules, and routines. Combined, these three 
traditional factors capture an organization’s structure or shape. In the last decade, however, 
a lot of restructuring has been done to right-size, reshape, reengineer, redesign, de-layer, 
and rebuild organizations based on these three factors. Although this restructuring work 
encapsulates organization design, it is only a small part of the complete organization of 
the future.

Capabilities represent what the organization is known for, what it is good at doing, and 
how it patterns activities to deliver value. The capabilities define many of the intangibles 
that investors pay attention to, the firm brand to which customers can relate, and the 
culture that shapes employee behaviour. These capabilities also become the identity of 
the firm, the deliverables of HR practices, and the key to implementing business strategy.

hr function 

In the last decade, most HR functions have undergone transformation. This generally 
implies redefining the goals and restructuring the function. The goals of an HR function 
should be drawn from the capabilities that the organization needs to succeed. If an 
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organization requires innovation, speed, or leadership as its capabilities, these should 
be the goals of the HR function (often called HR vision, mission, or purpose statement). 
When the function’s goals and organization’s capabilities overlap, HR will be more able 
to contribute to business success. Restructuring HR has occurred with the delineation 
of the transaction and transformation work of HR. HR transaction work includes the 
administrative, compliance, and routine processes necessary to support an organization. 
many of these processes may be more efficiently accomplished through technology. By 
separating the administrative from strategy work, the HR function has mirrored changes in 
other staff groups (finance and accounting, data centres and strategic formation systems, 
marketing, and sales). 

HR professionals to be constantly attuning their HR work to customer, investor, and 
community expectations. Training may include customers in the design of the training, 
as participants in training programs, and as faculty and facilitators in training. A test of a 
reward system is to ask customers if the standards in the performance appraisal process 
match their expectations. Communications outside the organization can and should 
reflect communications inside the organization. Customers also may be involved in 
teams and other organization design choices to make sure the organization matches the 
customer. For HR professionals to be aligned with strategy and external stakeholders, they 
need to know the customers. I have been suggesting that HR professionals spend about 
2 to 5 percent of their (one half to one day a month) on sales calls with customers. At first 
salespeople may resent the HR person and customers may wonder why they are there. 
With time it becomes more clear. The salesperson sells a product or service; HR builds 
a relationship. When HR looks at a customer and says, “We will work to hire, train, pay, 
communicate, and organize our people to deliver what we have just promised you,” the 
customer begins to move beyond buying products to forming relationships. A leading 
company invited a small focus group of customers into their annual HR planning meeting 
to ask the customers if the capabilities they identified as their goals for the forthcoming 
year would cause the customers to buy more products or services. While I have focused 
on customers, I could also focus on investors, communities, regulators, or other external 
stakeholders.

hr analytics

As HR has become more aligned with business, evidence-based HR and HR analytics 
have become increasingly important. Without rigorously tracking HR investments and 
outcomes, HR decisions and priorities remain whims, not science. With HR analytics, line 



managers and HR professionals can better justify, prioritize, and improve HR investments. 
While many HR decisions require insight and judgment, improved HR metrics help HR 
move toward professional respectability and decision-making rigor. Let me suggest a few 
observations about the next generation of HR metrics.

First, avoid a means/end inversion. The end of HR is to create value; improved HR analytics 
are a means to help codify and make value happen. Some companies are so concerned 
about the HR scorecard or dashboard that they are making metrics the end, not the 
means. This is like a sports fan being consumed with the detailed statistics of the event 
and not paying attention to whether the team won or lost. Effective HR metrics means 
doing more predictive than descriptive analytics. Descriptive analytics have scorecards 
and dashboards that can be used for comparisons across time or with others. Predictive 
statistics emphasize a path with lead indicators and outcomes of interest. Instead of using 
mean data that shows how well we do, we likely will see more correlation-based data 
showing how what we do impacts what we want to have happen. Showing how employee 
attitudes inside a company affect customer attitudes and investor confidence outside the 
company are examples of prescriptive HR metrics.

Second, avoid measuring what is easy, and focus on measuring what is right. Just because 
something can be measured does not mean it should be. In the past, HR would measure 
activities (e.g., how many managers received 40 hours of training or how much people 
liked attending a training program). Going forward, we need to measure the outcomes 
of those activities. When focusing on outcomes, it is important to have a clear sense of 
what the desired outcomes of HR should be. ultimately, HR investments should affect 
customers, investors, and other stakeholders outside the organization. Sometimes the 
line of sight between these ultimate outcomes and HR investments are difficult to and it 
is important to measure intermediate impacts of HR work. In this essay, I suggest that the 
intermediate measures of HR should be around the outcomes or targets of HR work: 

•	Individual	Ability:Measure	the	talent	within	the	organization.	
 -  Competence: ability of people to do their job today and tomorrow
 -  Commitment: extent to which people are engaged with and committed to the 
     organization
 -  Contribution: extent to which people fi nd meaning at work

•	Organization	Capability:Measure	the	capabilities	within	the	organization	as	the	extent	to	
    which the organization has an identity that is shared both inside and outside the company.

•	Leadership	Depth:Measure	the	extent	to	which	leadership	exists	throughout	the	
  organization.
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I would suggest that it is important to show relationships between HR activities, HR 
outcomes, and business outcomes. When correlations and eventually causations can be 
determined, HR work will deliver more value.

Third, keep measures simple and focused on decisions. Too often, the desire to quantify 
HR leads to more HR data than insight. Turning valid data into thoughtful decisions 
should be the focus on HR analytics. Sometimes this starts with data when HR information 
warehouses about employee attitudes, turnover, compensation, performance, and so forth 
can be used to improve decision making. In these cases, HR professionals need to learn 
how to cull from the data key messages and trends. Turning complex data into simple 
messages requires that HR professionals can see themes or stories in the information 
warehouses they currently access to make more informed decisions. Sometimes using 
data for decision-making starts with gaining clarity about the decisions that need to be 
made and then shifts to the data collected. 

conclusion:

I started this monograph with a simple question: “Are we there yet?”  To answer this question 
I suggested a straightforward but evasive definition of what “there” means: creating value 
from the outside/in. Then I laid out a roadmap for the journey which begins with business 
context and stakeholders, moves to individual, organization, and leadership HR outcomes 
or targets, and then shifts to HR investments in the function, practices, people, and metrics. 
This is an ambitious agenda. Some in HR (the 20 percent rule) have already arrived. Some 
in HR (another 20 percent) will never get there. What interests me the most is how to move 
the 60 percent to become more competent, committed, and able to contribute? 
I like HR departments because they are the rudder for individual, organization, and 
leadership success within a company. I like HR practices because they enable sustainable 
results. I like HR people because, for the most part, they have good intentions and 
aspirations. I like HR analytics because they document the value that HR creates. 
The journey toward HR contribution is ongoing. In 1942, Winston Churchill expressed a 
classic statement about a forward-looking journey: “This is not the end. It is not even the 
beginning of the end. But it is, perhaps, the end of the beginning.”



 

According to Deloitte’s recent Global Human Capital Trends 2014 report, 86% of companies 
report no analytics capabilities in the HR function and 67% rate themselves as weak at using 
HR data to predict workforce performance and improvement. 

Only 8% of companies said they have strong HR analytics capabilities. So, are you still with 
the majority, making gut based decision making or have you started your analytical journey.
HR professionals have long been data collectors, but with increasing demands HR 
professionals now need to align their activities with the business goals. For that they need 
to identify and deliver skills for long term organization growth. 

Google for example is ahead of the curve when it comes to people data. The company 
developed a comprehensive database that captured information about current employees’ 
attitudes, behaviours, personality, biographical information and job performance. This data 
then enabled Google to develop an algorithm for predicting which applicants were most 
likely to succeed.
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data collectors to data 
scientists

data collectors to data scientists

You may not be Google and the word BIG in the Big Data might scare you with the thought 
of Big investment in infrastructure, technology, experts , Big challenges to analyse and 
fear of Big failure if not executed properly. 

HR analytics is more about value creation than this word Big. For that you can start with 
a sustainable foundation with one or two projects where you can show the impact on 
business goal. Once you are successful you can go back and build more credibility. The 
data need not always be Big it must be useful, quality data, compelling to the audience 
and adaptable. So to really get the most from Big Data, organisations should consider how 
they can analyse and present the data better for insightful results.

Some simple ways you can do this –
Before you invest utilize what you have. Start with your own data. use the available data 
to the optimum. This will give you an understanding of what you have and what you need 
extra to overpower competition. Your own data can provide you with real insights, before 
you compare and invest in data outside. Thus you reduce the risk of Big investment on 
data.

Start the process with one area before going Big. This will allow you to see the value of 
evidence-based decision-making process in one area, and recognize how you can expand 
it to other areas. This will reduce your risk of Big failure.

In situations you might have all the data needed but the real challenge might be analysis 
of the data for which you may need expert analyst to study the trends for desired results. 
In this case outsourcing the activity for desired results can be cost effective and less time 
consuming option. As vendors have the processes and resources available, you just need 
to give them the exact specification you expect from the data.

If one day you are given all the necessary aids and asked to climb the Everest, it will 
definitely scare you. Same is with the Big data.

HR needs to understand first –
What to measure and how to use it for right decision making.
What’s driving engagement and does it give business results

Today HR needs to provide purposeful, targeted information which will help achieve 
business goals. And thus the shift happens from Data collectors to Data Scientists. 



 

With the world moving towards tools and techniques like Big Data and Analytics, the HR 
function of organisations are not going to be left behind in creating their own niche in this 
field. HR Analytics thus forms an important part of today’s HR conferences and discussions 
across industrial meets and academics seminars. The idea is to define how this HR data can 
help enhance the function of the organisation as a whole. HR Analytics has reinforced that 
HR is not a choice one makes when they feel they are weak with their numbers; and that HR 
today is as much about also getting your numbers right.

A search (in and outside Google) on the term – “DEVELOPmENTAL ANALYTICS” does not 
reveal anything related to either HR Analytics or Learning & Development interventions; 
and hence seemed an appropriate term to be coined to define ‘HR Analytics conducted 
specifically with a focus to provide decision making information and analysis relating to 
the learning and development initiatives of an organisation’. Presented in the next few lines 
is a ‘Hypothesis’ on a possible synthesis mechanism to help organisations making better 
decisions towards their learning interventions. The hypothesis is a function of experience, 
primary & secondary data and at a very nascent stage. While more inputs may be required 
to prove or disprove it, the line of contemplation on which it is based certainly provides 
food for thought to the Learning & Development fraternity.
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developmental Analytics

One of the most critical elements of the HR function is Talent Development (aka Training 
& Development, Learning & Development, Capability Improvement etc.). Dr. Stephen 
Covey in his most impactful & seminal work – “The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People” 
indicates the importance and necessity of the 7th Habit – Sharpening the Saw. To put it 
more simply, in today’s world an individual’s armoury and ammunition of knowledge is 
never enough and one has to continuously re-load and refresh their intellect with what’s 
happening around them. It would be significant to also bring about the notion of “Half-life 
of Knowledge” which is a much discussed term in this context. The Talent Development 
team, as is well known, plays a crucial role in ensuring that the Saws stay Sharp.

HR folks are also constantly complaining about how ROI is impossible to calculate and how 
they can almost never provide a convincing statement to indicate that a developmental 
activity has created a ‘business impact’ directly. Here is how that might change very soon, 
and the change is coming from a very unexpected quarter – Academia! 

With an increasing amount of competition among educational institutions and students, 
the necessity of providing accurate feedback and correction measures is becoming an 
absolute necessity. more and more institutions are now warming up to the idea of using 
technology to help provide the added edge to making their delivery very effective and 
their students competitive. Also, the genre of Institutions range from elementary/primary 
schools to universities and academic trusts. This is of course a little different from using 
smart-boards and technology tools to deliver sessions. While smart boards and tech 
classrooms focus more on ensuring the appropriate delivery of a class or module, the 
focus of the next generation of technologists is to provide tools and platforms to assess 
and evaluate the impact of learning in the classrooms. 

While organisations like ‘New Rubrics’ focus on creating software platforms for assessing 
performance more accurately, start-ups like the Chennai based ‘Littlemore Innovation Labs’ 
are creating hardware tools that will redefine the experience of participants undergoing 
assessments. Not too many organisations feature on the client list of these companies 
though, the majority are still the academic Institutions. 
The final piece of the puzzle is a component of “Learning Theory” that has often been 
overlooked and not given it’s due share of importance – Learning Outcomes. The term is not 
new or uncommon and is often casually used interchangeably with Learning Objectives 
or Program Objectives with reference to a training or educational intervention. However, 
it is important to note that while there is some similarity and relation between between



 

developmental Analytics

the two terms, the essence of both them are very different.

A program objective or learning objective provides holistic view of what the participants 
of a program are expected to learn as a part of the intervention. It is a general statement 
that discusses the intended purpose or expected results of the training. Outcomes on the 
other hand are statements defining what the participants have learned and can display on 
completion of the program. It is more specific and talks about “measurable can do’s” that 
result at the end of the program.

A pilot survey conducted with some leading service organisations showed some very 
intriguing results. The study was undertaken as a part of a larger research being conducted 
to understand the approach organisations have towards learning outcome generation 
for their education interventions. The respondents included members of the Learning & 
Development teams of these organisations as well as middle level operations managers 
who nominated their team members to enrol for educational interventions. The following 
are some results:

 1)most executive education programs were more Talent management (retention and 
motivation) rather than Talent Development Tools. While some basic program objectives 
were defined by a minority (about 25% of the respondents) the larger majority did not 
bother about it.

 2)About 50% of the respondents were unaware of any evident differences between 
Objectives and Outcomes

 3)A startling number of over 60% of managers and leaders who sent their team 
members for education programs indicated that it was the prerogative of the L & D teams 
to define the outcomes of the programs and that they had no significant role to play in this 
process.

 4)The silver lining to this study was that those respondents who regularly created 
learning outcomes for their programs found a high appreciation of the program from the 
participants.

A very evident fact then is that Outcome definition is not a priority for a large part of the 
education interventions that happen.

developmental Analytics

Taking a pause, the three primary bits at this point of time are:

 a)There is an evident need for individuals and organisations to learn constantly
 
 b)There is a great shift towards usage of technology in educational institutions to 
create more accurate assessments
 
 c)There is a tendency to ignore the significance of Learning outcomes when deciding 
on training interventions

Is there a common factor which can link these three elements? Is that factor developmental 
analytics? 

The answer is yes and no! While data and analysis might provide a significant improvement 
and address major challenges organisations face with respect to these aspects, analytics 
in itself may not be master key solution. However, if organisations were to consider these 
aspects, then how best they utilise the three nuggets of information would definitely be 
an interesting area of study.

It remains to be seen how studies initiated in the area of Developmental Analytics may 
prove or disprove the hypothesis of relating these components of the learning cycle.



HR Analytics  -Is the  need of the hour for organisations across the globe. Wake up corporate 
guys ,  it is all about getting smart about your workforce in right time.

The positive result is with its implementation as it always delivers tangible business results, 
such as improving productivity, profitability and performance. It also provides some very 
useful best practices, grounded in real everyday experiences that will provide rich take-a-
ways, to use in your organizations workforce analytics program.

But What’s it in a lay man’s language ?
In a simple language HR Analytics or Workforce Analytics provide business leaders visibility 
into talent data, have the most engaged and effective workforces, who are productive, even 
in harsh conditions.

hR Analytics !!
for 

successful 
Workforce

RAsMitA JenA
writer is an IP Attorney and a Talent Management Spe-
cialist with focus on Legal, HR Consulting  and Training

hR Analytics !!
for successful Workforce

Or even simpler way of describing it is 

DATA TO Information to Strategy to Innovation. : Its main purpose is analytics in HR to 
show business impact and predict future performance is the next trend in every business. 
 With data becoming widely available and more easily accessible, industries are quick 
to realize the value of insights that analytics can uncover. Analytics has helped police 
departments reduce crime, credit card companies detect fraud even. In Human Resources, 
with the automation of many HR transactions, from recruitment to retirement along with 
the need to perform strategically, analytics of the workforce is more important than 
ever. HR analytics is a lot more than head counting--it’s about the total amount and the 
quality of talent, knowledge, and expertise to move your organization forward and stay 
ahead of competition. It’s about measuring the return on human capital investment and 
measuring the impact and how HR is driving performance, productivity, and profitability. 
In many different studies, HR seems to be lagging in this era of analytics and big data. But 
analytics of the workforce, a company’s most important asset, should be an opportunity 
for businesses, particularly for HR, to transform itself and align with the business strategy.
Overall, organizations that  have analytics capabilities are not only more likely to use 
advanced  analytics to generate better quality decisions, but are also operating in an 
environment where a wide range of stakeholders leverage analytics to make decisions.
Very often business leaders do not give human resources their due. The HR division most 
often is not actively invited to participate in strategy planning and formulation, as the 
top brass find it difficult to establish business linkages to HR initiatives. This is where HR 
analytics comes into play, as it is able to look at workforce related data and use it to arrive 
at business driving processes and initiatives. Whether it is to analyze employee turnover, 
or optimize the talent supply chain, analytics provides the big picture that decision makers 
need, to improve and align their talent, to meet the fluctuating needs of their business. 
Instead of just compiling data into monthly reports that might well be just skimmed over, 
companies must find a way to use their data to positively impact their business. 
It is time for HR professionals need analytic signposts from which they can connect human 
capital performance and strategy to wider business goals.

Therefore it is important to  recognize the barriers that companies must overcome to 
truly build analytic capability, these obstacles are surmountable with the proper level of 
focus and investment. What will be less easy to fix are the human capital decisions that  
many organizations are making in the absence of fact-based analyses needed for effective 
decision making.



 

Have you read the story of the big brown bear who enters a basketball game?
  
In a regular down town in uS, there is a basketball game going on between two teams. 
One in white and the other in black. The players are young, dressed casually and in the 
age groups of eighteen to twenty. The task given to the audience is to count the number 
of passes made by the white team. So, the teams swing into action. Both teams work the 
ball with an energy that an undergraduate basketball game has. Energetic shouts and 
sounds of the bouncing ball fill the air.  Suddenly everything freezes. The players, the ball 
and the video. The question in the beginning is repeated. How many passes did the white 
team make? The answer, we are told, is thirteen. What everyone missed though was the 
big brown bear that walked into the middle of the game, does a moonwalk and then walks 
out. 

I have shown this video to hundreds of people and the answer is always the same. No one 
notices the bear. If you want to view this video, go to you tube and search for awareness 
test moonwalking bear. 

Vivek Slaria is a willpower coach with Greenlatte. 
He is an engineer from IIT BHu and an mBA from 
mDI Gurgaon. Prior to setting up Greenlatte, he has 
worked with Proctor and Gamble and General Electric 
globally. Reach him at vivekslaria@greenlatte.co.in
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Why am I sharing this with you?

To highlight the biggest anomaly of trend spotting in analytics. We find exactly what we 
are looking for. We tend to become so focussed on the task at hand that we fail to notice 
anything else. Irrespective of how bizarre it is. The moon walking bear in this case for 
example. This anomaly has been the reason why banks lost a lot of money to laundering. 
It was because analytics was there, just that the analysts were looking for something else 
entirely. 

As leaders and people developers, let us not be misguided exactly into what we want, but 
instead use the opportunity to rise and help make a difference. 

creating outliers 

How many Steve Jobs’ did Apple need? 

The correct answer is one. In a data driven environment, where parameters of success may 
be pre-defined and coded into the data base and from there move directly into the rating 
system, how do we make sure we don’t miss out on creating the Steve Jobs of the future?
As companies become larger and the employee base swells, the role of analytics is 
important. Equally important though, is to make sure we notice the outliers and not use 
trends to cut them out. 

Let me share an example. Typically, every organization has a set of schools from where it 
hires. There are the Ivy League schools and then there are the rest of us. Typically hiring from 
Ivy League is considered better than hiring from other colleges. This therefore warrants a 
separate treatment for these set of geniuses. Special projects, different mentors, maybe a 
higher salary etc. 

In a study performed by sociologist Pitrim Sorokin and published in his book titled Genetic 
study of genius, the final conclusion was, intellect and achievement are far from co related. 
This simplistic conclusion in effect washed away his thirty years of work.

Now if a really good employee is emerging from a different set of past metrics, the question 
is how do we help him rise up and make better use of the opportunity that he may 
otherwise have been denied? Analytics today will let us spot these anomalies. Technically 
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it is possible. Is it also possible empathetically? That is the question we need to ask. 
Let numbers be indicators and not decision makers. 

creating future

The future is created not computed. Albert Einstein once very famously said, “the intuitive 
mind is the master and the rational its slave”. We live in strange times where the master has 
become the slave. 

The intuitive mind does not get factored into our weighted averages or logarithmic scales. 
In the absence of this intuitive power guiding, numbers will continue driving. Resulting in 
incremental benefits versus transformational changes. 

How do we help the organization? The answer lies in strengthening the right side of the 
brain (empathy and arts) along with the power of the left brain (analytics and reasoning). 
Theatre, sketching and travel are brilliant tools that may be used to help people be back 
in touch with their intuitive self in a more playful manner. What is even better however is 
through these interactions an alternate channel developing in the organization for driving 
innovation. 

Of hiring women only
I was heading a team of analysts for a fortune 500 company. The company had an extremely 
data driven approach. It was natural to extend this from all sales and marketing reports 
to human resources as well. As a part of the project, a set of analysts were given the task 
of trend analysis on gender diversity. They presented this report to the business team. All 
good. In a town hall one day, an employee got up and asked if it was true that the company 
would hire only women from now onwards. Everyone was suddenly very keen. The CEO 
did not understand the context. He denied this, of course, but the damage was done. It 
emerged later that the HR analytics on gender diversity predicted that if the company was 
to meet the global diversity numbers, they would need to hire women only for the next 
few years. This observation went unnoticed by the sponsoring team. But a rumour started. 
Very soon as it jumped from cubicle to cubicle, what was a small observation became a 
decision. The entire org was convinced the management had decided to hire women only. 
The lesson here is to make sure data is analysed in the correct context and presented in a 
very safe environment. Analytics is excellent. It makes the numbers readable. It lets us see 
trends and course correct. It also starts rumours, several wrong ones as well. In this case 

Introduction to Data analytics:
The amount of data available to organizations has grown exponentially and will continue 
to grow as technology advances and its costs drop. used appropriately, data can benefit 
economies, industries, organizations, and individuals. Some sectors are poised for greater 
gains from the use of big data than others. Systemic issues including lack of data and a 
data-driven mindset are impediments to taking advantage of the big data opportunity.
The ultimate mission of any organization is value creation. Whether an organization is 
tiny or big it ends up with the same goal of value creation.  To achieve this, organizations 
depend implementing higher data analytics. Some findings show that the top performing 
organizations use 4-5 times more data analytics than that of low performing Organizations. 

Where does a failure come from? 
Today data is abundantly available across all the organizations, however, managerial 
and Cultural challenges are the top barriers to successful analytics adoption. Lack of 
management bandwidth due to more competing priorities is another known barrier in 
successful implementation of data analytics.  So a failure in successful implementation of 
data analytics reflects in productivity, efficiency and achievement of goals of Organization.

Of analytics,outliers and the rest of us

example, the decision was to defer the gender diversity targets. It becomes important for 
us to make sure the trends remain protected and do not become common knowledge 

In conclusion may I offer,

Human capital is vital in the organizations today as we enter the era of automation and 
abundance. As protectors of human capital in our company’s, it becomes important we 
lead the transformation towards automation and yet still are able to balance it with the 
skills of touch, creativity and empathy.



let us understand the levels of Organizational Data analytic ca-
pabilities
Before understanding the levels of data analytics let us know the Organizations from 
their value perspectives as ASPIRATIONAL, ExPERIENCED and TRANSFORmED. That is how 
their levels of data analytics are implemented.  An Aspirational organization always look 
into automation of existing process to improve upon the efficiency , searching ways for 
cutting costs and increased profitability. Experienced organization always goes beyond 
cost management and increased profitability because they use moderate data analytics 
for creating their value systems. Transformed organizations have substantial experience 
using analytics across a broad range of functions. They are beyond focusing only on 
cost cutting; rather they are most focused on driving customer profitability and making 
targeted investments in niche analytics to continue moving forward.

Benefits of Data Analytics
Effective use (most important) of data analytics help organizations improve productivity, 
reduce cost and improve profitability which ultimately returns back to the talent and 
human resource contributors of organizations as major share of one of the motivational 
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factor called benefits or dividends. 

Few benefits of data analytics are 
•	 Creating	transparency
•	 Enabling	 experimentation	 to	 discover	 needs,	 expose	 variability,	 and	 improve	
performance
•	 Segmenting	populations	to	customize	actions
•	 Replacing/supporting	human	decision	making	with	automated	algorithms
•	 Innovating	new	business	models,	products,	and	services
The big data analytics though have many benefits as cited, the main constraint for this 
is retaining talent and / or lack of talents to use and implement these data analytics, also 
there always exists a gap in understanding very concepts of Statistics and Analytics by all 
managers and the rapid changes in organizational dynamics do impact extracting all the 
benefits of Data Analytics.

role of hr / human capital management Team in Data analytics

Today many  Organizations / almost all the Organizations are sitting on huge or large 
data base without implementing a robust analytics and extracting benefits of this. The 
major role of HR is to see gaining visibility into the existing talent pool and the needs of 
the business, HR and talent managers can identify existing and potential skill shortages 
early, thus making a buy-versus-build decision while managing the risk of a wider gap. 
It is imperative in this situation that the business strategies are to be aligned with talent 
strategies; a gap may further worsen the situation if the directions of talent and business 
strategies do not get aligned at the first place. 
While talent and business strategies are dependent on each other the HR must see to the 
following points: 

•	 Identifying	and	making	transparent	roles	of	people	in	the	Organization.
•	 Integration	of	talent	and	business	data
•	 Processes	to	know	demand	supply	situation	between	workforce	and	business	needs.

It is always an ongoing process of HR to continuously look into business needs and bridging 
gaps between needs and talents, foreseeing the workforce capabilities and future business 
needs and looking for the talents both inside and outside of the Organization.



Human Resources analytics is the application of sophisticated data mining and business 
analytics techniques to human resources data within the organization. The goal of human 
resources analytics is to provide an organization with insights for effectively managing 
employees across the organization and across regions / geographies so as to achieve the 
desired business goals. The ability to capture and analyze big data has enabled many 
Organizations to both increase revenues by better understanding and more accurately 
position their products / solutions targeting customers and cut costs through improved 
business processes in turn maximizing stakeholder’s value. However the biggest challenge 
today is to identify what data should be captured and how to utilize the data to model 
and predict capabilities so as to get optimal return on investment on its human capital 
for the Organization. Although most organizations have enough data to make analytics 
useful, the data is often created and stored in multiple locations in multiple formats, 
hence it becomes more critical to understand on what to use and how to use to ensure its 
usefulness and accuracy. 

HR Analytics can be useful to analyze very large amount of structured and unstructured 
data to answer important questions regarding workforce productivity, predictions of 
workforce attrition, how to identify potential leaders / succession planning, impact of 
learning and development initiatives on enterprise performance, recruitment gaps, 
retention strategies, reduce risks and increase returns and so on and so forth. However 
one of the most important questions that arise is how can enterprises leverage HR data 
analytics to make strategic personnel decisions? The most important HR analytics are 
those focused on the outcomes created in the human capital value chain and how HR 
impacts the business as a whole.

A pragmatic 
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Human Resources 
Management!
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Chief Executive Officer for BK Global 
Media Group (LINKSME®)

Let’s look at what HR Analytics leads HR departments to; 

1. Employee engagement initiatives; directing investments on initiatives that impact   
 critical business metrics and outcomes. 
2. Interpreting data thereby showing what’s working best and what’s not, keeping the  
 organizations growth in mind.
3. Provide an analytics system that will help organization compute potential talent  
 problems down the road, and thus guide on how to hire, engage, and develop  
 employees.
4. A more tangible outcome which benefits the employees, internal and external stake  
 holders.
5. Enables to have a quantified approach on the ROI and its impact on the top line and  
 the bottom line of the Organization.
6. Builds a higher accountability factor for the HR department in line with other  
 departments.
7. Creating a robust HR strategy, that is in line with the overall strategy of the organization  
 and ensuring that it impacts the core goals at every level across the organization. 
8. HR department thus becomes a valuable business partner in progress.   

 Let’s also look at how HR department can use HR analytics and metrics effectively?

1. Tracking the HR metrics and collecting the scattered data to prepare for the next  
 phase. 
2. Defining the metrics, standardizing the data, building a structure for reporting in  
 the form of dashboards and scorecards thereby creating accountability. 
3. measuring the effectiveness of the data, aligning key performance indicators  
 to the results, thus bringing in more process improvement and larger organizational  
 accountability. 
4. Decision making stage based on the learnings and analytical data insights. 
5. Implementation of tools and technology to drive and align processes and systems. 
6. Aligning and defining the people investments and business outcomes thereby  
 bringing in a cultural shift within the organization.
7. Creating a drastic change as a result of a predictive mindset, thereby achieving the  
 strategic goals leading to a positive impact for the Organization. 

A pragmatic approach to 
Human Resources Management!



While many organizations have strategies to engage and motivate employees thereby 
ensure the employees continue to be successful, however it should also enable them to 
understand as to how they can best be further developed. HR Analytics should also help 
organizations understand as to what types of people are most able to work together as a 
community as how people work together as a team is more important than the quality of 
the individual involved. HR Analytics can also help Organizations to better understand the 
qualities that indicate which employees will perform well in their current roles and which 
employees need to be fit in their apt roles based on their skillsets/capabilities. Integrating 
HR analytics within the overall analytics strategy of an organization can deliver tangible 
business results, and improve productivity, profitability and the overall performance as 
well. HR analytics not only allows the business heads a whole new level of visibility, insight 
and foresight but at the same time it also allows the HR department to reach out across 
other divisions, and this most importantly impact the workforce, thereby making them 
feel more valued and in sync with the rest of the organization.

Email: linksmenews@gmail.com 
Twitter @kotharibhavesh  / @linksmenews 
Facebook - bhaveshjkothari (https://www.facebook.com/bhaveshjkothari)
LinkedIn - www.in.linkedin.com/in/bhaveshkothari1511 
Wordpress - http://bhaveshkothari.wordpress.com
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Thousands of HR leaders assembled in Amsterdam on the 23rd and 24th October to 
participate in HR Tech Europe. This is Europe’s most important event for CHROs, CIOs and 
CEOs on how software, technology systems and collaborative tools are bringing about 
surmountable change in the way people and organizations work. Ekaakshara was a 
media partner for this grand event. The event featured 10 parallel sessions for their 2000+ 
delegates from across the globe. 

As many 158 speakers (mostly Global or regional leaders from a wide spectrum of 
organizations) spoke on a wide range of topics including HR Technology & Future of Work, 
Learning & Development, HR Shared Services & Outsourcing, Social Enterprise & Enterprise 
mobility and many more. Among the speakers were Gary Hamel, 
Professor, Author & Founder, The management Lab, Yves morieux, Senior Partner & 
managing Director, The Boston Consulting Group, David mcCandles, Author, Designer 
& Founder, Information is Beautiful, Naomi Bloom, managing Partner, Bloom & Wallace, 
Robert Hohman, Co-founder & CEO, Glassdoor, Josh Bersin, Principal & Founder, Bersin by 
Deloitte, mark Turrell, Founder, Orcasci.  Surya Prakash mohapatra, Editor, Ekaakshara was 
also among the speakers on the both the days.



In addition to the parallel sessions, 
there were:

 32
Product Demos

+20
million
People Influenced

85 
Exhibitors
showcasing the Best in HR Services, 
Solutions and Applications

12K+ 
Tweets
From approximately 3500 users

Business gurus and global leaders both maintain that we live in a VUcA[ Volatile, 
Uncertain, complex, Ambiguous ] world.. Business leaders are wary of the 
myriad traps that confront them in uncertain and complex environments.  Often 
they are energised by the opportunity to gain an edge over competitors, and are 
excited at the profit possibility , inherent in mastering this challenge. However 
, few roadmaps exist to guide their way. the acronym VUcA is a short hand 
for ‘unpredictable change’ in this backdrop, the 18th national conference on 
the theme of sustainable growth in VUcA times : the new talent Agenda was 
organised at Mumbai by nhRdn from 20-22 nov 2014.

nhRdn national 
conference, 

Mumbai



Addressing the gathering of 1100 plus hR professionals 

from corporate, industry , Academia and Practitioners   

Mr. Rajeev dubey   President group hR, corporate 

services, Aftermarket sector Mahindra and Mahindra 

and national President  of national hRd network  said 

that in the VUcA world, organizations and leaders would 

need to create a culture that simultaneously addresses 

three imperatives in any situation.

the keynote address was given by Mr. shekhar gupta , 

editorial Advisor to the india today group and the Plenary 

Address was given by Mr. Bharat doshi director on the 

Board , Mahindra and Mahindra. Prof Rohit deshpande, 

sebastain s kresge Professor of Marketing at havard 

Business school, Faculty  chair of the global colloquium 

for the participant – centred learning and leadership 

and corporate Accountability india and china gave the 

leadership Address on sustainable growth in VUcA 

times : the new talent Agenda.

the conference also acknowledges chapters, individuals 

and Professionals for their contribution to the field of 

hR. the emerging chapter Award 2014  was bagged by 

Bhubaneswar chapter. Ms.ellora Panda, secy, nhRd 

BBsR chapter, dr. suvendu das , VP – hR , PPl and VP 

, nhRd BBsR chapter represented the chapter in the 

conference.  



hR eXcellence FORUM 2015- MUMBAi cAlling ! 
ekAAkshARA is the Media Partner for hR excellence Forum 
2015, Mumbai. Exclusive Offer for Ekaakshara subscribers and 
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??INTERVIEW : 

TETE TETE with Kalpana 
Subbaramappa

Currently Kalpana Subbaramappa is a Consultant for Analytics Services, Skill development 
programs with academic and corporate partners, domain specialization programs. She 
is currently Program Coordinator for the IIITB program Analytics Essentials, a foundation 
certification program in analytics.Kalpana is an IIIT Post graduate and a technocrat from 
PES College mandya. She has 16 years of experience and she is a black belt certified 
professional, her last corporate position was with Genpact as AVP Decision Science and 
AVP Analytics solution Lead in Detroit, michigan.

Ekaakshara recently caught up with Kalpana about the value of human capital analytics, 
characteristics of leading human capital analytics organizations and more..

Ekaakshara: 
What according to you, is the biggest misunderstanding about HR Analytics?

Kalpana : 
most organizations can misunderstand the purpose of HR Analytics, and think it’s about 
mapping every single data attribute and being able to fill in every data gap and describe 
exactly what is happening in their organization to a tee. In reality, organizations use an 
implicit 80-20 rule to track the most important information, and there is a huge need for 
directionally correct HR Analytics that are facilitated by staging and combining business, 
financial and talent data into a common repository. Organizations then can hoard 
the metrics produced by their HR Analytics, instead of getting them quickly into the 
organizational “light of day” where the information can be consumed by strong managers 
who can only manage better with better information.

Ekaakshara: 
How do analytics, metrics and benchmarking relate to one another? Can they be viewed 
as three individual aspects, or are they intrinsically linked?

Kalpana : 
Loosely speaking, analytics can be defined as the practice of staging data to a common 
platform of comparison, studying underlying data and deriving relationships between 
various data attributes, testing various hypotheses and coming up with conclusions. 
metrics or KPIs describes the collection and publishing of agreed upon metrics to measure 
or score business units, leaders or other organizational structures. Benchmarks refers to 
comparing to internal or external metrics to gain insight into meaningfulness of your own 
benchmarks. They are intrinsically links. Analytical studies could yield key metrics that 
are worthy of measuring organizational performance. External benchmarks or internal 
comparisons demonstrating relative performance then help guide the consumer of the 
information to the correct conclusion and actions to address the performance measure.

Ekaakshara: As HR, do you need to start employing these methods simultaneously, or can 
you start with any of these three?

Kalpana: It’s most important to start with HR Analytics. If you start comparing your 
organization to other organization through benchmarks, you will often be lulled into 
complacency, but are you comparing to stellar, average or mediocre performance. I’d rather 
know one important data relationship about what causes a hire to work out or not work 
out in a company, or what leads to the retention of a high performer or critical role than 
have a series of red, yellow and green scores. Because I will know that I can easily get the 
organization to respond to a data relationship, and that we can set relative performance 
improvement targets. HR Analytics is an important tool set that can help drive continuous



improvement through measurement, which is one of the most important drivers of 
organizational success.

Ekaakshara: 
Does it take months or years to get quality HR analytics up and running in an organization?

Kalpana: 
Quick wins can be achieved in weeks or even days if it is necessary to build organization 
support.  However, it can take years and a long-term commitment to develop a fully fleshed 
out program. Remember that people can only digest so much information at a time. 
By focusing incrementally on quick wins and making recommendations based on data 
relationships that are easy to implement and easy to measure, an HR Analytics program 
will flourish. Then it will not seem to be a program that takes a certain time to launch, but 
rather an important part of managing the business that is a continuous focus.  Anyone 
who claims that there is a instant solution that will serve the long term

Ekaakshara: 
Can you imagine a future for HR without analytics?

Kalpana: 
HR has little future without analytics or talent management. There is an inexorable trend 
towards self-service, and HR is a function that is rapidly being reinvented. But the problems 
of human resources, talent, individual performance and potential – and how people 
performance drives organizational performance and potential – are among the most 
challenging organizational resources to solve – and a new generation of HR practitioners 
is needed to solve these problems. Ninety nine percent of companies find themselves 
competing for scarce resources from a skill and behavioral basis. HR can steward the 
right decisions by providing the right analytics – which means that HR Analytics is a core 
competency of today’s HR function and not a side-endeavor occurring in the organizational 
basement.

Ekaakshara: 
Thank You so much for your time Kalpana it is been a pleasure to talk to you.

Kalpana:  
You are welcome, Thank you for the opportunity.

Conference Asia is organizing the “2nd Annual HR Excellence Forum & Awards 2015” on 
the 13TH and 14TH February 2015 in mumbai. The “2nd Annual HR Excellence Forum & 
Awards 2015” will gather more than 150+ HR thought leaders & senior decision makers 
from across sectors pan India. Conference Asia has chosen Ekaakshara as mEDIA 
PARTNER for this event.  

Ekaakshara team caught up with Shabdabrahma Panchal, the Head – Event Projects at 
Conference Asia and had an elaborate conversation with him on HR Excellence Forum 
& Awards 2015. Shabda is responsible for Organizational strategic plan of supporting 
the overall research, design and execution of all Corporate Events at Conference Asia. 
He is responsible for strategic content development through a dedicated research and 
gathering insights from top industries Experts / Thought leaders. He is also involved in 
Speaker Acquisition and development and implementation of entire event. He is also 
responsible for overall Event operations and vendor development.  Please find below an 
excerpt from this conversation:

A CANDID 
CONVERSATION 
WITH 
SHABDA PANCHAL

HEAD- EVENT PROJECTS, CONFERENCE ASIA



Ekaakshara: 
Please tell us about the 2nd Annual HR Excellence Forum & Awards 2015. What is the 
agenda?

Shabda :  The “2nd Annual HR Excellence Forum & Awards 2015”, scheduled on 13 & 14 march 
2015, mumbai Produced and organized by Conference Asia. This 2 day Forum provides 
an opportunity to gain expertise, learn and understand the trends, new Challenges and 
solutions for creative ideas and strategies for the human resources professionals. This year’s 
Theme focuses on “Emerging Workforce Trends: Looking into the future!” The Agenda 
highlights some of the key trends on Innovating, improving and developing Workforce to 
compete in the next decade, Nurturing Talent of the Future, Building an Employee Centric 
Learning Organization, Explore HR Analytics for better decision making, driving results to 
boost Employee Productivity & Retention and many other dynamic topics.

Ekaakshara: 
Who are going to be the Key Speakers in this conference?

Shabda :  We have more than 20+ Thought leaders at “2nd Annual HR Excellence Forum 
& Awards 2015” such as, mr. Anand Pillai - Sr. Executive Vice President & Chief learning 
Officer, Reliance Industries Ltd. mr. Surya Prakash mohapatra - India Leader - Knowledge 
& Capability management, Hewlett Packard Dr. Deepak Deshpande - Sr. Vice President & 
Head - Human Resources, Netmagic Solutions.  mr. S Srivathsan - Head - Human Resources, 
TImES TELEVISION NETWORK, ET NOW, ZOOm mr. Prashant Khullar - Director Human 
Resources, Taj Hotels Resorts & Palaces, Dr. Chandra mauli Dwivedi - Director,  N L Dalmia 
Institute, mr. Sharad Verma - Global Head - Human Resources, Polaris Financial Technology, 
mr. Sanjay Kumar - Vice President & Head - HR, FINO Paytech Ltd. to name a few.

Ekaakshara: 
Who are going to be delegates in this conference?

Shabda:  The Conference will bring together Senior Decision makers such as Chief Peoples 
Officer, Group Head-HRD, HR Director’s, Sr. Vice Presidents, V.P’s, A.V.P’s, Gm’s, Head-Human 
Resource / Talent management / Learning & Development, Head of Sourcing / Recruitment, 
etc.,  from a cross section of the industry vertical.

Ekaakshara: 
There are so many HR conferences taking place in India. How is “2nd Annual HR Excellence 
Forum & Awards 2015” different from other conferences?

Shabda:  We ensure quality of participation and invite only senior profile HR professional 
not more than 80 to 100 as delegates who are committed and keen to discuss, learn and 
explore the various opportunities. The invitation is limited to HR consultants and solution 
provider as participating delegates so as to maintain the quality and with common 
objective of sharing the functional knowledge. Our aim is to ensure that this is a “Forum”, 
a neutral platform where people attend and go back enriched with solutions to their day 
to day challenges. Also another uSP’s of the “2nd Annual HR Excellence Forum & Awards 
2015” is that the topics are based on in-depth research based on the feedback from the 
industry which was done via Q & A initiatives. 

Ekaakshara: 
There are so many HR conferences taking place in India. How is “2nd Annual HR Excellence 
Forum & Awards 2015” different from other conferences?

Shabda:  The HR Awards 2015 aims at recognizing & celebrating the collaborative efforts 
of teams & the individuals in their journey towards HR excellence through innovation, 
dedication & commitment, thereby making it the most sought after awards for the 
HR fraternity. There are 12 Categories of Awards such as, Outstanding Leader in HR, 
Outstanding HR Team, Outstanding HR Future Leader, Overall Excellence in HR, Excellence 
in Talent Acquisition, Retention, Succession Planning, People Development. one for 
Education Excellence- Academy and other three for Solution Provider. We have identified 
and formed an expert panel of four jury members from neutral Industry for entire 



nomination and selection process. Along with Jury Panel and Advisory Committee 
member we have defined entire Award Nomination process with set of define Criteria and 
Parameter for respective category. The selection process is based on defined Judging / 
scoring parameter to ensure and maintain highest level transparency and fair-play within 
process. There are total three selections round; first round will evaluate all the submitted 
document and case study by our process partner BmGI. Second Round will assign the 
score by individual Jury member based on scoring criteria and last round based on average 
scoring model and strength of case, based on which the jury will select top two award 
winners.

Ekaakshara: 
Ekaakshara is the media partner for this conference. Why did you choose Ekaakshara? Are 
the Ekaakshara readers entitled to any special benefits?

Shabda:  We have identified Ekaakshara as is the only first Indian E- magazine dedicated 
to Learning & Development & HR Professional with the common objective of sharing 
knowledge and engaging all the HR Professionals across all regions to learn and 
understand todays emerging trends, technologies, tools and innovation in the field of HR. 
The magazine has a readership of over 10,000 plus L& D and HR Professional across globe. 
This wide reach will help us reaching out target audience. Ekaskashara - HR professional/ 
members are entitled to 15% discount on Delegate fees (use Code: HREFEm15).  
 
Email: delegate@conferenceasia.in  / bhavesh@conferenceasia.in .

Last Word 
from Pranab Pani

Evolution is a process that defines the progress of civilization pushing the boundary 
beyond. Human beings along their journey transform and evolve. Organizations are also 
trying to keep pace with the changing environment and competition is keeping them 
on their toes. Business process and strategies have been trying to utilize all the resources 
available to the maximum extent. market dynamics is driving both the business and the 
practitioners and its consumers along with the enablers. 

Striving for excellence and to stay ahead in the race, organizations are on a competitive 
mission to unravel the human potential that could transform their businesses. Humongous 
data are being elicited in the whole processes involving the human resource as business 
enablers and drivers. Human Resource (HR) today is trying to analyse the data being 
unfolded to understand human behaviour while measuring their potential towards better 
productivity and performance. Strategy is now being aligned with through the Data 
Analytic (DA) to reach business goals quickly and effectively.

The challenge of HR Analytic is to identify what data should be captured and how to 
use the data to model and predict capabilities so that the organization gets an optimal 
return on investment (ROI) on its human capital. Various technological tools are being 
used and deployed towards this topping with Business Intelligence (BI) or Data Federation 
Technology. Data mining and Business Analytic techniques are linked to HR data. Various 
tools and methods are being examined and evaluated for use.



After all it’s human behaviour and imbibed skill sets with gradual learning and acquired 
education. In order to make the human resource effective, would technology help or 
tapping on the humane aspect would? Researchers and HR professionals have been 
busy tapping this for better and effective utilization of human resources and various skill 
set improvement training plans have been mooted. It’s an equal challenge for the L&D 
community to devise relevant training. India surely has woken up to this new found means 
towards better business and effective use of the human resource. When attrition levels are 
so high and business dynamics are so uncertain, investment in such a laborious exercise 
shouldn’t drain the patience levels among the entrepreneurs. Efficacy of HR Analytic as a 
very important tool in business development for the organization has been understood 
and appreciated. Sincerity in the exercise would benefit them all but the action has just 
begun and the verdict is yet to be out in the open. An exciting journey begins and we 
await the same getting unfold soon. Keep the big data crunching, the churning of it would 
get the organizations the eureka moment conjoining artificial intelligence and business 
analytic. The combined tools would make them stronger and ahead of the competition. 
Hope lingers in the inquisitive minds.

May the new year 

bring forth cheer to the 

employees and the 

organizations.
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